TO:

Town of South Hadley

FROM:

33 Granby Road LLC

RE:

280 and 286 Granby Road, Request for Zone Change

BACKGROUND
The Applicant is the owner of four parcels of land at the intersection of Route 33 and Route
202 in the Town of South Hadley. The 2.17-acre tract of land known as 280 and 286 Granby Road
is currently vacant unused land. One of the four parcels is currently Zoned Business A. The
remaining three parcels are zoned Residential A-1. The request is for all four parcels to be
uniformly zoned as Business A.
REQUEST
To see if the Town will vote to amend the Zoning Map by changing the designation of a
2.17-acre tract of land consisting of four parcels situation on the southeast corner of Granby Road
(Route 202) and Willimansett Street (Route 33) and known as 280 and 286 Granby Road and
identified as Tax Assessor’s Map #15 as Parcels # 122, #123 thereto, #124, and #125 from the
present zoning designation of Residence A-1 to Business A, or take any other action relative
thereto.
BASIS FOR REQUEST
The Applicant is requesting a change in the zoning designation of the subject property. The
conceptual plan currently under draft form will reflect a conceptual proposal for a multi-tenant
retail store or similar use. A definitive proposal is not presented at this time, but a more formal
conceptual plan will be presented prior to Planning Board Hearing. The applicant acknowledges
that any conceptual plan presented is not binding when considering a zone change. However, any
definitive proposal will be subject to appropriate review and applicable regulations and by-laws.
In addition, the input from the Planning Board and the public will be significant in any plan
submission, whether through site plan review or the special permit process. The Applicant submits
the development opportunity at this integral parcel of land at the intersection of two main roadways
in the Town of South Hadley is an excellent prospect to implement sound planning practices while
also achieving several goals of the strategic plan for the area.

FACTORS AND CONSIDERATION
Zoning in the Area
In reviewing potential options for an amendment to the Zoning Map, several zones were
reviewed and considered. Of the possible changes, the applicant submits that the Business A zone
is the most appropriate for several reasons. First, one of the four parcels is already zoned Business
A. If the zone change were to be approved, it would simply be an expansion of the current zone as
opposed to spot zoning or selective zoning were another zone to be proposed. In addition, adjoining
and nearby parcels to the north and southwest of the site are also zoned Business A. While other
zones were considered, it appears that the most consistent and logical amendment would be to
allow for an expansion of the Business A zone from one parcel to the three adjacent parcels. The
four parcels are identified below with a dot.
South Hadley Zoning Map Excerpt Enlarged (Subject Parcels w. dot)

Master Plan
The proposed development would help address some of the concerns identified in the
Master Plan. The intersection of Route 202 and Route 33 is identified as a center of commercial
activity in the Town of South Hadley.

The benefits of any potential development and

business/retail use would be a great benefit to the Town. According to the Plan, commercial sites
are important because “while they most immediately provide services for community residents,
such centers also attract customers from other communities which increases the consumer draw of
the community. These centers also provide job opportunities and enhance the community’s tax
base. Since many people are introduced to the community through shopping and/or employment
visits, the aesthetic and functional quality of a community’s commercial centers are vital in
expressing a community’s character. Similarly, local commercial centers of insufficient aesthetic
and/or functional quality may encourage local residents to shop in other communities.” The benefit
of the potential development on this vacant land at the crucial intersection is significant.
Per the Plan, “South Hadley has lagged in new business development which has resulted
in a disproportionate portion of the tax base being attributable to residential land.” Changing this
zone and allowing the use would significantly increase the tax base from the property. The Master
Plan identifies “land beginning at the intersection of Route 202 & 33 and ending at the
Chicopee/South Hadley town line is prime for mixed-use development and could provide
opportunities for a much-needed commercial tax supplement.” A multi-use business development
would provide a beneficial tax addition.
The Comprehensive Plan for Permitted Developments identifies the locus parcels as being
in an area of a permitted (non-residential) development. The development and use of the parcel in
such a way is important to provide an appropriate use of the parcel. While there are identified
concerns over reducing residential areas in the Town of South Hadley, the concerns are less
applicable to a parcel of land situated at a signalized intersection of two state roadways with nonresidential zones at the three other corners of the intersection.
The Master Plan acknowledges “the Route 33/Route 202 intersection is a key commercial
focus area for the community.” With the redevelopment of the school, the commercial development
in the area should be looked at in a proactive manner. By allowing the zone change, the Town and
Applicant can shift their focus on the aesthetic quality of the development, while ensuring there is

minimal to no detrimental impact to the neighborhood and access streets. The reality of a
residential structure being built and desired at this signalized intersection is highly unlikely and
not very promising from a development standpoint. However, the Town could benefit by allowing
a development with an appropriate use, structure and condition on the site.
Route 33/Route 202 Corridor Study
While the Route 33/Route 202 Corridor Study for the Town of South Hadley is still a work
in progress, the Applicant reviewed notes from the working sessions to integrate the study into this
proposal. As noted above, several recommendations from the Master Plan can be implemented
with a strategic and well-planned development on the subject parcels. One major focus of the
study is the importance of the design and functionality of the parcel. While the use is still important,
the accessibility and aesthetics of the parcel is of equal if not more importance. The conceptual
design proposes a very pedestrian friendly well landscaped area at a major intersection. The recent
redevelopment of Plains School across the intersection serves as an excellent example of
integrating landscaping design into a non-residential use.
The update of the Zoning Map would increase an economic opportunity for the vacant
parcel while also allowing for a sustainable development along existing infrastructure. A previous
proposal for the site was for a condominium complex with three buildings. The project proved to
not be feasible to the prior landowner/developer and the current applicant was able to purchase the
property with a future development in mind. The time has come to pursue an appropriate future
development that could be an excellent development that benefits the residents and tax base. The
accessibility of the business site for both pedestrians and bicyclist would be a welcome addition to
the area. The use proposed would be one that was identified as preferred during the Visioning
Sessions (Café, retail/restaurant).
While not in final form, the zone change does not appear to be contradictory to the likely
findings of the corridor study. Even if the amendment were to be allowed, a significant focus
would be on the design, accessibility and appearance of the location to ensure it is consistent with
the conclusions of the study.
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